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CHOOSING THE DARK SIDE OF THE FORCE

2003
(i.e., sometime between the end of the dinosaurs and the launch of Facebook) 
HEP Theory PhD in UCLouvain (BE), PostDoc at Nikhef (NL). Main focus 
on Monte-Carlo simulations with the Madgraph team (i.e., considered 
too clumsy to touch an actual detector). Studied in great details a scalar 
model that has been excluded by 6 months of low luminosity LHC data.

2010
Joins McKinsey & Company (BE) as a consultant. Works on several 
strategy projects in banking, logistics and retail. (Unsuccessfully tries to) 
learn how to make a proper tie knot.

2012
Having no idea how to create one company, decides to start two 
instead, with zero money to invest: Novapta (US) and B12 Consulting 
(BE). End up helping younger people doing their own crazy choices



B12 CONSULTING IN A FEW NUMBERS
(because marketing is now also part of my life…)
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CASE STUDY 1: (WHEN) WILL THIS BUS BREAK ?

#Client:
STIB/MIVB (Public Transport company in Brussels)

#Solution:
A data driven, predictive maintenance algorithm to estimate the likelihood a 

vehicle will break down based on the data emitted by on-board electronics.

#Technology
Classical statistical methods (hypothesis testing).
Classical machine learning (random forests, SVM, shallow neural networks).
Deep learning (recurrent neural networks for time series forecast).
Big data technologies to handle 100+ GB of data

#Results
Provided much better understanding of STIB/MIVB data (maintenance, telematics, mileage …).
Several spin-off projects aimed at improving efficiency of STIB/MIVB operation.
Predictive maintenance is still work in progress.

#Challenge:
Reduce the occurrence of on-the-network vehicle breakdowns.



CASE STUDY 2: THE RIGHT SHOE FOR YOUR FEET 

#Client:
Disruptive startup in the field of podiatry.  

#Solution:
A 3D to 2D projection algorithm to determine the best foot “imprint”
Supervised learning algorithm to predict best 2D sole imprint from foot projection 
based on ~700 pairs of foot/sole manually determined by professionals 
A dedicated mobile application to acquire new 3D scans using smartphone camera.

#Technology
Classical 3D object manipulation techniques (tensor of inertia, best plane optimizer, etc.)
Adversarial convolutional neural network (maps images to images) trained on GPUs
Multiplatform mobile app developed using NativeScript

#Results
Very promising results indicating neural networks are able to predict sole shapes with a high level 
of details
Mobile app ready for use in production

#Challenge:
Predict the best sole shape based on a 3D scan of the foot.



#Challenge:
Develop a device for detection of windshield impact and damage.

#Proposed solution:
Design and configuration of an acoustic device and 

accompanying data analysis algorithms.

#Technology
Planar geometry.
Signal processing.
“Classical” machine learning.

#Results
A commercially viable acoustic device design.
Algorithm to determine impact severity and location on the glass.

#Client:
Multinational corporate, major manufacturer of car windshields

CASE STUDY 3: WINDSHIELD FORENSICS



B12 & ACADEMIA

#Collaborations
Direct involvment of B12 Partners in young entrepreneur/spin-off project supervision

UCLouvain projects and spin-offs (Disaster Database, Nutrition Analysis, Burnout 

prevention, etc.)

University of Illinois (IOLab, Classmate, SmartPhysics, etc.)

#Teaching
Classical Physics courses in major Belgian Universities

Invited lectures on Data Analytics and Management in 

various local and international Universities

#Research
Collaboration in different international research consortiums dedicated to 

multivariate analysis techniques (AMV4NewPhysics, MCNet, INTENSE, etc.) 

Regular PhD secondments (3 -6 months)  & involvment in student training



Contact me:
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